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FT (Meaning of Micro Teaching) 

z fawT ARE (Definitions of Micro Teaching) 
Allen (1966), RA "Micro Teaching may be described as scaled down teaching encounter in class 

size and class time" | 9 I3T PITS H* 3 t T9T T TRf 7RT fe a 

Young (1967) UUA, "Micro teaching is a device which provides the novice and experienced teacher 

alike, new approach and opportunities to improve teaching"| 93y1IR UITA TA -F 

Buch (1988) UACA, "A teacher education technique which allows teachers to apply clearly defîned 

Eaching skills to carefully prepared lessons in a planned series of five to ten minutes encounters with a 

a1l group of real students often with an opportunity observe the results on video tape. 

Passi Lalita (1976) p MTtTA 1 ACA, "Micro-teaching is a training technique which 

SStudent-teachers to teach a single concept using specified teaching skill to a small number of pupils 

na short duration of time. 

nra (1990) FRE81 fHCACRA, "Micro-teaching is an attempt to scale down the process of fiull fledged 

() TA HAOA AIA 5 (RU 10 AI, 

(b) #T K {T 5-10 , 
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The teaching which permits exercise of a teaching skill for a shorter time in a more or ler 

micro environment is called micro teaching. 

less simpler and 

*ra aBs (Characteristics of Micro Teaching):-

-

1. (New Experiment)# -19 
CHTM I P Y7 ATB| RTR 

2. f-0f t (Teacher Training Technique) uI MS VTPT 7 s 

3. Tf fd (Natural and Real Teaching)& M*4, PIRI GR 9R 

5. f (Small Class Size) : aj RI 7R1 5-10 

6. PT fp4: 5-10 fAD 

7. eoNTE (lmmediate Feed Back) 8 0 RTAA (9T 79T3 URsa 

9. T eP (Individualised Tra ining Learning): A T5 AiTA 3Trs e 

10. TT f#-eyio (Preparing Effective Teacher) TAT P Cu PA M 

(Difference between Macro and Micro Teaching) 
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